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Abstract. We give an explicit combinatorial formula for some irreducible components of GLk ×
Sn-modules of multivariate diagonal harmonics. To this end we introduce a new path combinatorial
object Tn,s allowing us to give the formula directly in terms of Schur functions. This paper also
contains formulas written in terms of Schur functions in the q and t variables for special cases of
∇(en), ∇r(en) and ∆′ek(en). We also give an interpretation in term of path to the adjoint dual
Pieri rule applied on these GLk × Sn-characters.
1. Introduction
The aim of his paper is to describe some features of the characters of “rectangular” GLk × Sn-
modules, E
〈k〉
m,n, introduced by F. Bergeron in [Ber].
When k = 2 and m = n, these modules are the modules of diagonal harmonics whose characters
have been studied for many years. As shown in [GH96] and [Hai02], the Frobenius transformation
of its graded characters may be expressed as ∇(en) where ∇ is the Macdonald eigenoperator intro-
duced in [BG99] and recalled in Section 3 and en is the n-th elementary symmetric function. A com-
binatorial interpretation that became known as the Shuffle Conjecture was introduced in [HHL+05]
and proved recently by Carlson and Mellit [CM18], [Mel16]. These characters also intervene in
torus knot link homology and algebraic geometry; see, for instance [Hog17], [Kho07],[GNR16] and
[OR18]. The case k = 3 was studied in [BPR12].
This work is supported by a scholarship from the NSERC.
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In recent work [Ber] F. Bergeron made a breakthrough in the multivariate case (k arbitrary).
He found interesting relations between various irreducible characters of the modules. This allowed
the study of the character of E
〈k〉
n,n developed in the elementary symmetric functions for n ≤ 4 in
[BCP18] (in our notation this is the specialization
∑
cλ,µsλ(q, 1, . . . , 1, 0, 0, . . .)sµ(X), where there
are k − 1, 1’s). These relations are also exploited here to obtain our main result.
To state our result we briefly fix the required notation. We encode the characters of the irre-
ducible GLk×Sn -modules as products of Schur functions, sλ(Q)sµ(X) (see Section 3 for details).
For easier reading we will also write sλ ⊗ sµ for sλ(Q)sµ(X). As shown in [Ber13] for the case
m = n there is a stability property that makes it possible to avoid mentioning k. Therefore, the
character of E
〈k〉
m,n can be expressed in the form Em,n =
∑
µ (
∑
λ cλ,µsλ)⊗ sµ. Our aim is to describe
some features of Em,n, or equivalently, 〈Em,n, sµ〉 =
∑
λ cλ,µsλ.
The main result of this paper is a combinatorial description of the multiplicity of sλ⊗ sµ in En,n
when λ is hook shaped. The result is constructive, in that the hooks are determined combinatorially
by a standard Young tableau and certain paths in a staircase shaped grid. More precisely, we give
the following combinatorial description (the basic combinatorial notations used in Theorem 1 are
recalled in Section 2).
Theorem 1. If r = 1 and µ ∈ {(n), (n− 1, 1), (n− 2, 1, 1), (1n)} then:
(1) 〈Ern,n, sµ〉|hooks =
∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
∑
γ∈Tn,des(τ ′)
shook(γ),
where the first sum is over all standard Young tableaux, τ , of shape µ, the second sum is over paths
γ in Tn,des(τ ′) and hook(γ) =
(
(r − 1)
(
n
2
)
+ area(γ) + ht(γ)−maj(τ ′) + 1, 1n−2−ht(γ)
)
.
Furthermore, when µ = 1n, Equation (1) holds for all positive integers r that satisfy the equality
〈Ern,n, sk+1,1n−k−1〉 = e
⊥
k 〈Ern,n, s1n〉 for all k.
In addition, Proposition 5 gives a lower bound for the coefficients, which gives reason to be-
lieve that Equation (1) works for all µ when r = 1. Moreover, in [Ber] it is conjectured that
e⊥k 〈En,n, sµ〉 =〈2〉 〈∆
′
en−k−1
en, sµ〉 is true for all k. The notation =〈2〉 denotes the restriction
Q = {q, t}. If this conjecture is true then Equation (1) holds for all µ when r = 1.
The combinatorial object Tn,s (Tn,des(τ ′) in Equation (1)) represents a set of paths, these paths
and their statistics (area and ht) will be defined in Section 5. This object was introduced by
the author in order to eliminate alternating sums and obtain a Schur positive expression. When
s = 0, they afford a generating function correlated to the q-Pochhammer symbol (−qz; z)n. The
notation |hooks, symmetric functions sλ, en, the operators ∇, ∆
′ and e⊥k will be recollected in
Section 3. Section 6 will be dedicated to Equation (1), and a proposition restricting Theorem 1
to the GL2 × Sn-characters mentioned above, which gives formulas in terms of the major index
for 〈∇r(en), sµ〉|hooks, 〈∆
′
ek
(en), en〉|hooks and 〈∆
′
ek
(en), sµ〉|some hooks. In Section 7 we show how the
adjoint dual Pieri rule can be applied directly on our paths. Finally Section 8 gives a formula
similar to Equation (1) for shapes {(a, 2, 1k) | k ∈ N, a ∈ N≥2}.
2. Combinatorial tools
In this section the notions are classical, they are recalled here only to set notations. A partition
of n is a decreasing sequence of positive integers often represented as a Ferrer’s diagram (see Figure
1). Each number in the sequence is called a part and if it has k parts it is of length k denoted
ℓ(λ) = k. We say λ is of size n if λ = λ1, . . . , λk and n =
∑
i λi. For λ a Ferrer’s diagram of shape
λ = λ1, λ2, . . . , λk is a left justified pile of boxes having λi boxes in the i-th row. We will use the
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French notation so the second row lies on top of the first row (see Figure 1). We can see them as
a subset of N × N if we put the bottom left corner of the diagram to the origin. In this setting,
we can associate the bottom left corner of a box to the coordinate it lies on. We say a partition is
hook shaped if it has the form (a, 1, . . . , 1) = (a, 1k), where a, k ∈ N. If to each box of a diagram
we associate an entry it is called a tableau. A tableau is of shape λ if it is a filling by integers of a
diagram of shape λ. For λ a partition of n, a tableau of shape λ with distinct entries from 1 to n
strictly increasing in rows and columns is a standard Young tableau. It is a semi-standard Young
tableau if the row entries are weakly increasing and the columns entries are strictly increasing. The
set of all standard Young tableaux of shape µ is denoted SYT(µ) and the set of all semi-standard
Young tableaux of shape µ is denoted SST(µ). The descent set of a tableau is the set of entries i
such that the entry i+ 1 lies in a row strictly above i. For a tableau τ , the descent set is denoted
Des(τ) and the cardinality is denoted des(τ). The sum of the elements of Des(τ) is called the
major index and is denoted maj(τ) (see Figure 3). The conjugate of a partition λ, (respectively a
diagram λ, a tableau τ) is denoted λ′ (respectively a diagram λ′, a tableau τ ′), and is its reflection
through the line x = y (see Figure 2).
Figure
1. λ =
42211
Figure
2. λ′ =
5311
1 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Figure 3. τ ∈ SYT(42211);
des(τ) = 4, maj(τ) = 19
Des(τ) = {2, 4, 5, 8},
We end this section by recalling the definition of the Gaussian polynomials,
[
n
k
]
q
. Let:
[n]q = 1 + q + q
2 + · · ·+ qn−1 , [n]!q =
n∏
i=1
[i]q and
[
n
k
]
q
=
[n]!q
[n− k]!q[k]!q
.
So when q = 1 this gives the usual binomial coefficient. It is well known that the Gaussian
polynomials are related to the north-east paths of a k× (n− k) grid: if Cnk denotes the set of such
paths, and the area of a path γ, denoted area(γ), is defined as the number of boxes beneath the
path, then
∑
γ∈Cn
k
qarea(γ) =
[
n
k
]
q
.
3. The Space, the Characters, symmetric functions and Macdonald operators
The symmetric function notations are the one used in Macdonald’s book [Mac95]. The ring of
symmetric polynomials is a set of polynomials which are invariant by permutation of the variables
Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yn}. The ring of symmetric polynomials is embedded in Q[Y ]. In other words if
f is a symmetric polynomials for all σ ∈ Sn we have:
f(y1, y2, . . . , yn) = f(yσ−1(1), yσ−1(2), . . . , yσ−1(n)).
The ring of symmetric functions, denoted Λ, can be thought of as the ring of symmetric polynomials
in an infinite set of variables. It is a graded ring and has the elementary symmetric functions as a
basis. These are defined by en(X) =
∑
i1<···<in
xi1xi2 · · ·xin and eλ = eλ1eλ2 · · · eλk . Schur functions
also form a basis for the ring of symmetric functions. We now recall the combinatorial definition
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of Schur functions. For a tableau τ we define xτ :=
∏
c∈τ xc. The Schur functions are then defined
by sλ =
∑
τ∈SST(λ) xτ . For example, if x1 = x, x2 = y and x3 = z, we have:
s21(x, y, z, . . .) = 1
2
1 + 1
3
1 + 1
2
2 + 1
3
3 + 2
3
2 + 2
3
3 + 1
3
2 + 1
2
3 + · · ·
= x2y + x2z + xy2 + xz2 + y2z + yz2 + 2xyz + · · ·
Note that the columns are strictly increasing therefore we need a number of variables greater or
equal to the length of the partition.
The ring of symmetric functions in the variables Q = {q1, q2, . . .} will be noted ΛQ, the ring
of symmetric functions in the variables x1, x2, . . . will be noted Λ. The product of a symmetric
function f in ΛQ and a symmetric function g in Λ will be noted f ⊗ g. The set of such functions
will be noted ΛQ ⊗ Λ. It is easy to see that it is a bigraded ring. If an element of Λ (respectively
ΛQ, ΛQ ⊗ Λ) can be written in the basis of Schur function (respectively the basis {sλ}, the basis
{sλ ⊗ sµ}) with coefficients in N or N[q, t] (respectively N, N) is said to be Schur positive. The ω
linear operator is defined by ω(sµ(X)) = sµ′(X) which extends to ΛQ⊗Λ by ω(sλ⊗ sµ) = sλ⊗ sµ′.
If
∑
λ cλsλ is a linear combination of Schur functions, and V is a set of shapes, then we define
the notation |V by
∑
λ cλsλ|V =
∑
λ∈V cλsλ. On a symmetric function in the Schur basis, we set
the restriction |1part (respectively |hooks) to be the partial sum over the Schur functions indexed by
partitions having only one part (respectively that are hook shaped). For example if V = {111, 32, 6}
and f = 5s111 + 5s31 + s41 + 2q
6s6 then:
f |V = 5s111 + 2q
6s6.
Before introducing our new combinatorial objects we provide more details about the modules
E
〈k〉
n,n and why they are interesting.
Let X = (xi,j)i,j where 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ n and let R
〈k〉
n = Q[X ] denote the polynomial ring in
the variables X . For (τ, σ) in GLk × Sn the group GLk × Sn acts on R
〈k〉
n as follows:
(τ, σ).F (X) = F (τ ·X · σ)
With this action we can define E
〈k〉
n,n as the smallest submodule of R
〈k〉
n that contains the Vander-
monde determinant, is closed under all higher polarization operators
∑n
j=0 xr,j∂xs,j and is closed
under all partial derivatives ∂xs,j .
As usual we may decompose this modules into a direct sum of irreducible modules. A module
can be encoded by its character. Recall that both the irreducible characters for GLk and the
Frobenius transforms of irreducible characters of Sn are Schur functions.
For example, when n = 4 we have:
E4,4 =1⊗ s4 + (s1 + s2 + s3)⊗ s31 + (s2 + s21 + s4)⊗ s22
+ (s11 + s21 + s31 + s3 + s4 + s5)⊗ s211 + (s111 + s31 + s41 + s6)⊗ s1111
If we start with the ring Q(q, t)[X ] we also get a ring with Schur functions as a basis. Addi-
tionally, the combinatorial Macdonald polynomials, denoted Hµ, are a basis for Q(q, t)[X ]. They
appear as eigenvectors of special operators (see [Ber09] for more on this), ∇ and the ∆′em , intro-
duced in [BG99], [BGHT99]. These Macdonald operators are defined as follows:
∇(Hµ) =
∏
(i,j)∈µ
qitjHµ and ∆
′
em
(Hµ) = em

 ∑
(i,j)∈µ
qitj − 1

Hµ.
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The brackets are for plethysm. The notion of plethysm is not needed in this paper, but the curious
reader could learn more on this in [Ber09]. The bivariate diagonal harmonics space was proven to
have ∇(en(X)) as a character in [Hai02]. Ergo En,n affords the following specialization:
E 〈2〉n,n = ∇(en(X)).
One might notice from our previous example that if we take out the term s111⊗s1111, or equivalently,
set q1 = q, q2 = t, qj = 0 for j ≥ 3 we have ∇(e4). That extra term isn’t a problem since
s111(q, t, 0, 0, . . .) = 0. As noted beforehand, in two variables Schur functions vanish if they have
more then two parts.
By definition we have ∆′en−1(en) = ∇(en), which gives the character decomposition of the GL2×
Sn case stated in the introduction. It was proven that the coefficients are symmetric polynomials in
the q and t variables, thus one could write the coefficients in the form
∑
λ,µ cλ,µsλ(q, t, 0, . . .)sµ(X).
More generally, the GLk characters can be obtained by setting qk+1 = qk+2 = · · · = 0. A stability
property was proven in [Ber13], we can therefore set k to infinity and use a more general notation
En,n.
Moreover, F.Bergeron conjectures in [Ber] that the restriction to two variables of e⊥k 〈En,n, sµ〉 is
equal to 〈∆′en−k−1en, sµ〉 for all k. If this conjecture is true the Schur positive development of En,n
(exists since its a character) gives us the Schur positive development of ∆′eken.
We will also discuss characters of the form Ern,n which are related to ∇
r(en) when we restrict to
GL2. They are constructed by adding a set of inert variables considered to be of degree zero. For
more details see [Ber].
We will now extend the Hall scalar product to fit with our notation in the following way, for f ,
g in ΛQ:
〈f ⊗ sλ, g ⊗ sµ〉 =
{
fg if λ = µ
0 if not
We will sometimes write sµ instead of 1 ⊗ sµ. Looking at our previous example we can easily
see that:
〈E4, s1111〉 = s111 + s31 + s41 + s6
Finally, we also need to recall that the dual Pieri rule describes the multiplication of a Schur
function by ek. The adjoint of the dual Pieri rule for the Hall scalar product, denoted e
⊥
k , is defined
on the Schur basis and extended linearly. More precisely, e⊥k sλ is the sum
∑
µ sµ over all partitions
µ obtained by deleting k boxes each lying in a different row (see Figure 4).
e⊥2 = + + +
Figure 4. e⊥2 s4311 = s3211 + s331 + s421 + s43
4. Lifting to multivariate formulas
The following results gives us a way to lift to an alternating sum. We will show later how to
obtain positive sums from these.
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Claim 1. Let G ∈ ΛQ ⊗ Λ, G =
∑
µ Bµ ⊗ sµ, where Bµ =
∑
λ bλ,µsλ(Q), bλ,µ ∈ N. If λ is a
partition of shape (a, b, 1k), with k and a arbitrary, and bλ,µ 6= 0 then the coefficient of s(a,b−1)(Q)
in e⊥k+1(Bµ) and the coefficient of s(a−1,b−1)(Q) in e
⊥
k+2(Bµ) are not zero.
Proof. First notice that using the Pieri rule we have e⊥k+1sλ = s(a−1,b−1,1) + s(a−1,b) + s(a,b−1) and
e⊥k+2sλ = s(a−1,b−1). Since the Pieri rule is linear and cλ,µ 6= 0, we must have non-zero coefficients
as claimed. 
For the following lemma we first consider the application ψ : Λ → Q[q, t] which is defined on
the Schur basis by ψ(sλ) = q
λ1tℓ(λ)−1 and extended linearly.
The following lemma allows us to lift E
〈2〉
m,n to Em,n. Note that we can not obtain all the coefficients
of Em,n this way, but we know which are left out. If we consider the Schur decomposition of
〈Em,n, en〉, the following lemma shows how to obtain all the coefficients of the Schur functions
indexed by partitions of shape (a, b+ 1, 1j), with a and j arbitrary and b fixed.
Lemma 1. Let G ∈ ΛQ be a symmetric function. If fi(q) = ψ((e
⊥
i G)|1part), then:
ψ(G|hooks)(q, t) =
∑
j≥0
j∑
k=0
(−1)kfj−k(q)q
−ktj
Proof. If λ is such that sλ has a non-zero coefficient in G|hooks there exists a k such that λ = (a, 1
k).
Therefore:
e⊥i sλ = sa,1k−i + sa−1,1k−i+1 .
When µ = (b, 1l) is not a partition we set sµ = 0. If one of these 3 conditions apply b < 0, l < 0 or
b = 0 and l ≥ 1 then µ is not a partition. The restriction to one part (or equivalently 1 variables)
keeps only the term of e⊥i sλ for which k − i+ 1 = 0 and a > 1 or k − i = 0. Moreover, if q
a as a
non-zero coefficient in fi then s(a) as a non-zero coefficient in (e
⊥
i G)|1part, by definition of fi(q). So
by the previous claim qa is associated to a λ that contributed qa+1 in fi−1 or q
a−1 in fi+1. Using
the inclusion exclusion principal, the sum
∑j
k=0(−1)
kfj−k(q)q
−k gives the monomials in fj that
are associated to a terms sλ in G|hooks which contributes q
a−1 in fj+1. Consequently λ must be
of length j + 1 in G|hooks and
∑j
k=0(−1)
kfj−k(q)q
−k is the coefficient of tj in ψ(G|hooks)(q, t) has
claimed. 
This last lemma can be generalized as follows.
Lemma 2. Let b be a constant in N∗ and G ∈ ΛQ be a symmetric function in the variables
Q = {q1, q2, . . .}. Let Vb be the set of partitions of shape (a, b, 1
k) with k and a arbitrary. If
f0(q) = ψ(G|
〈2〉
Vb
)t−1 and
fi(q) = ψ((e
⊥
i G|Vb)
〈2〉|Vb)t
−1,
then:
ψ(G|Vb+1)(q, t) =
∑
j≥1
j∑
k=0
(−1)kfj−k(q)q
−ktj
Proof. The difference is mainly that if λ is such that sλ has a non-zero coefficient in G|Vb+1 there
exists a k such that λ = a, b+ 1, 1k. Therefore:
e⊥i sλ = sa,b+1,1k−i + sa,b,1k−i+1 + sa−1,b+1,1k−i+1 + sa−1,b,1k−i+2
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Since we have noticed before that the restriction to 2 variables is equivalent to the restrictions to
the sum over Schur functions indexed by partitions of length at most 2. This means that we only
keep the terms of e⊥i sλ such that k + 1 = i and a ≥ b or k + 2 = i and a > b. So:
(e⊥i sλ)
〈2〉|Vb =


sa,b,1k−i+1 if k + 1 = i
sa−1,b,1k−i+2 if k + 2 = i
0 otherwise.
The remainder of the proof is similar to the previous lemma. 
Note that ψ(G|hooks)(q, t) is the sum of the restriction to V1 and the restriction to one parts
(|V0). This is the reason why, in Section 5, we will use the convention that Tn,s = {ǫ} if s ≥ n− 2.
The path ǫ relates to the restriction to one part.
We should also notice that when b ≥ 2, no formula written in the Schur functions in the variables
q and t is known for 〈∇(en), sk,1n−k〉|Vb at this moment. Given this formula, the lemma gives a way
to find the formulas for 〈En,n, s1n〉|Vb+1.
The restriction of Ern,n to a set of two variables is predicted to be ∇
r(en) in [Ber]. The equality
〈En,n, sj+1,1n−j〉 = e
⊥
j 〈En,n, s1n〉 is conjectured to also hold for 〈Ern,n, sj+1,1n−j〉 = e
⊥
j 〈Ern,n, s1n〉.
Using the combinatorics of m-Schro¨der paths, the author found the following q-analogue in [Wala]:
(2) f
(r)
j (q) := ψ(〈∇
r(en), sj+1,1n−j−1〉|1 part) = q
r(n2)−(
j+1
2 )
[
n− 1
j
]
q−1
.
That result and the last lemma will be used to find the hook components for 〈En,n, s1n〉 (and
conjectured hook components for 〈Ern,n, s1n〉). But first we need to introduce a combinatorial
object that will help us transform the alternating sum into a positive sum.
5. New combinatorial object
Our formula for 〈Ern,n, sµ〉|hooks will be formulated in terms of a new objects that we denote by
Tn,s. We will often write Tn for Tn,0. These objects help to transform an alternating sum into
a positive sum and has a q, z-analogue, Tn(q, z), realizing the q-Pochhammer symbol (or q-rising
factorial) (−qz; q)n−2 =
∏n−2
i=1 (1+ zq
i). Notice that the substitution Tn(q,−zq
−1) bring us back to
the usual way of seeing the q-Pochhammer symbol (z; q)n−2 =
∏n−3
i=0 (1− zq
i).
Let Tn,s denote the set of north-east paths in an n−2 staircase shaped grid lying in N
2, starting
at (0, s) and ending at a point in the set {(x, y) | x+ y = n− 2, x ≥ 0 and y ≥ s}. For an example
see Figure 5. The relevant paths can be represented as words of length n− s− 2 in the alphabet
{N,E}. For reasons stated earlier when s > n−1 we set s = n−2. In that case Tn,s = {ǫ}, where
ǫ is the empty word. Note that area(ǫ) =
(
n−1
2
)
and ht(ǫ) = n− 2. Notice that for n < 2, Tn,s = ∅.
The area of a path, denoted area, is the number of boxes south-east of the path (see Figure 6).
The height of a path is the y coordinate of its end point (see Figure 7).
Many known objects are in bijection (compositions, words, self conjugate partitions, partitions
with distinct parts, partitions with distinct odd parts, 321 and 231 avoiding permutations) with
Tn,s, a curious reader could see [Walb]. Note that the image of Tn,s through These bijections
preserve many statistics on the associated objects and in some cases they can be used to refine the
sets. It also contains another proof of the Lagrange convolution using Tn,s.
This new object has the following generating function.
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s
n− 2
Figure 5. T7,2
• •
•
•
•
Figure
6. area(NEN) =
13
• •
•
•
•
ht(γ)
Figure
7. ht(NEN) =
4
Proposition 1. Let Tn,s(q, z) =
∑
γ∈Tn,s
qarea(γ)zht(γ). Then for r = n− s− 2 we have:
(3) Tn,s(q, z) =
r∑
j=0
q(
s+j+1
2 )+s(r−j)
[
r
j
]
q
zj+s = Tr+2,0(q, z)z
sqrs+(
s+1
2 )
In particular if s = 0 we have:
(4) Tn,0(q, z) =
n−2∑
j=0
q(
j+1
2 )
[
n− 2
j
]
q
zj =
n−2∑
k=0
q(
n−k−1
2 )
[
n− 2
n− 2− k
]
q
zn−2−k = (−qz; q)n−2
Note that by our choice of convention when s ≥ n− 2 we have Tn,s(q, z) = q
(n−12 )zn−2.
Proof. Starting with Tn,0(q, z), we only need to prove the first equality since the second equality
is the change of variables k = n− 2− j and the last equality is the well know q-binomial theorem.
The paths ending at height j are the paths that fit in a j × (n− j − 2) grid. It is known that the
q-analogue of these paths with its respective area statistic are the gaussian q-binomial,
[
n− 2
j
]
q
.
This leaves us with a staircase of height j which contains
(
j+1
2
)
boxes. In consequence the coefficient
of zj is q(
j+1
2 )
[
n− 2
j
]
q
.
For Tn,s we need only to notice that there is a natural bijection with the paths of Tn−s,0. The
only difference is the statistics. The height statistic is exactly s greater in Tn,s and the area statistic
is exactly (n− 2− s)s+
(
s+1
2
)
in Tn,s. Hence, Equation (3). 
We will see that the reason Tn,s(q, z) is useful to transform the alternating sums, induced in
Lemma 1, into a positive sum is related to the exponents of q in Equation (3). The exponents
have the following property.
Claim 2. Let c be an integer and gj : N → Z be maps such that gj(k)− gj(k − 1) = k + j + c for
all k ≥ 1. Then gj(k) = k(j + c) +
(
k+1
2
)
+ gj(0) for all j ≥ 0 and all k ≥ 1.
Proof. By definition of the maps we know that gj(1) = j+1+ c+ gj(0). Since gj(k)− gj(k− 1) =
k+ j + c by induction we have gj(k) = k+ j + c+ (k− 1)(j+ c) +
(
k
2
)
+ gj(0) which completes the
proof. 
The following result shows how this object is used to eliminate an alternating sum and make
the relevant formula positive.
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Proposition 2. Let gj : N→ Z be such that gj(k)− gj(k − 1) = k + j for all k ≥ 1. Then:
(5)
n−j−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
n− 1
j + k
]
q
q−k+gj(k) =
[
n− 2
j − 1
]
q
qgj(0)
and:
(6)
n−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
n− 1
k
]
q
q−k+g0(k) = 0.
Moreover, if gj(0)−
(
j
2
)
= gi(0)−
(
i
2
)
for all i, j, then for any j we have:
(7)
n−1∑
j=1
n−j−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
n− 1
j + k
]
q
q−k+gj(k)zj−1 = Tn,0(q, z)q
gj(0)−(j2),
and if gj(0)−
(
j+1
2
)
= gi(0)−
(
i+1
2
)
for all i, j, then for any j we have:
(8)
n−1∑
j=1
n−j−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
n− 1
j + k
]
q
q−k+gj(k)zj−1 = Tn,0(q, qz)q
gj(0)−(j+12 )+1.
Before we give the proof we will give a combinatorial intuition based on the case gj(k) =
(
j+k+1
2
)
.
Notice that by the previous proposition we only need to prove the second part. For some fixed k
and j we can represent the term
[
n−1
j+k
]
q
q−k+gj(k) by the set of paths in Cn−1j+k to which we add gj(k)
boxes and subtract k boxes (see Figure 8). There is a bijection between paths ending with a north
step in Cn−1j+k+1 (blue in Figure 9) and paths ending with an east step in C
n−1
j+k (red in Figure 9).
We only need to change the last step. This is an involution and they both account for the same
number of boxes (see Figure 9 as an example). Since the terms have coefficient (−1)k they cancel
out pairwise in the sum. So the only steps left are the ones when k = 0 and the path in Cn−1j ends
with a north step. Eliminating the last north step doesn’t affect the area because there are no east
steps afterwards. Therefore, we can consider the paths in Cn−2j−1 with the same statistic, which is
what we needed. Note that for j = 0 there is no path in Cn−10 that ends with a north step.
•
•
k
j
n− 1
X
X
gj(k)
Figure 8. Representation of
the term
[
n−1
j+k
]
q
q−k+gj(k) in the
Equation (5)
•
•
•
k
j
X
X
X
Figure 9. Comparing path
ending with a North step in
Cn−1j+k+1 and with an east step in
Cn−1j+k
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Proof. Since
(
j+k+1
2
)
−
(
j+1
2
)
=
(
k+1
2
)
+ kj, by the previous claim we can rewrite the left hand of
Equation (5):
(9) qgj(0)−(
j+1
2 )
n−j−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
n− 1
j + k
]
q
q−k+(
j+k+1
2 )
Let us consider each path of Tn+1,0 that end over the line of equation y = j and weight them
differently:
Tˆ
(j)
n+1,0(q, z) :=
∑
γ∈Tn+1,0
ht(γ)≥j
(−qz)j−ht(γ)qarea(γ)zht(γ)
Using the same proof as in Proposition 1 we get:
Tˆ
(j)
n+1,0(q, z) =
n−j−1∑
k=0
(−1)kq(
j+k+1
2 )−k
[
n− 1
j + k
]
q
zj .
Notice that Equation (9) is equal to qgj(0)−(
j+1
2 )Tˆ
(j)
n+1,0(q, z)z
−j .
Because each paths cross the line y = j we can consider all the paths that touch the line y = j
for the first time at (n− 1− j − l, j). These end to the north east of (n− 1− j − l, j) to any end
point among the set {(n − 1 − j − l + k, j + l − k) | 0 ≤ k ≤ l}. But the set of paths starting
at (n − 1 − j − l, j) end ending at {(n − 1 − j − l + k, j + l − k) | 0 ≤ k ≤ l} are the paths of
Tl+2,0 translated by (n − 1 − j − l, j). Furthermore the paths of height l − k in Tl+2,0 translated
by (n − 1 − j − l, j) end at (n − 1 − j − l + k, j + l − k) ergo the related monomials are skewed
by (−qz)−l+k, in Tˆ
(j)
n+1,0(q, z). Therefore, if we consider the part of the path over the line y = j we
see that it is weighted by Tˆ
(0)
l+2,0(q, z). Take note that Tˆ
(0)
l+2,0(q, z) is a polynomial in q and not in q
and z since l − k is the height of the path.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
l
(n− 1− j − l, j)
j
n− 1
Tl+2,0
(
j+1
2
)
+ jl
Cn−2−lj−1
Figure 10. Concatenation of a
path of Tl+2,0 and a path of C
n−2−l
j−1
•
•
j
n− 1
(
j+1
2
)
Cn−2j−1
Figure 11. The paths that are not
cancelled out for j (when l = 0)
Furthermore, the paths of Tn+1,0 crossing at (n− 1− l− j, j) are the concatenation of a path of
Tl+2,0 and a path of C
n−2−l
j−1 , since the paths contain the north step that starts at (n−1− l−j, j−1)
(see Figure 10). Hence, Equation (9) is equivalent to:
(10) qgj(0)−(
j+1
2 )
n−j−1∑
l=0
[
n− 2− l
j − 1
]
q
Tˆ
(0)
l+2,0(q, z)q
jl+(j+12 )
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Now by Proposition 1 we have:
(11) Tl+2,0(q,−zq
−1) =
l∑
k=0
q(
l−k+1
2 )
[
l
l − k
]
q
zl−k(−q)−l+k
and by definition of our skewed sum we have:
(12) Tˆ
(0)
l+2,0(q, z) =
l∑
k=0
(−1)l−kq(
l−k+1
2 )−l+k
[
l
l − k
]
q
z0
therefore comparing Equation (11) and Equation (12) we get Tˆ
(0)
l+2,0(q, 1) = Tl+2,0(q,−q
−1).
By Proposition 1 Tl+2,0(q,−zq
−1) =
∏l−1
i=0(1 − zq
i) thus Tl+2,0(q,−q
−1) = 0 if l > 0 and 1 if
l = 0. The equality Tˆ
(0)
l+2,0(q, 1) = Tˆ
(0)
l+2,0(q, z) means it is equivalent to state that Tˆ
(0)
l+2,0(q, z) = 0
unless l = 0. This proves Equation (6).
Replacing this in Equation (10) gives us Equation (5) (see Figure 11). Equation (7) (respectively
Equation (8)) follows from gj(0)−
(
j
2
)
= gi(0)−
(
i
2
)
(respectively gj(0)−
(
j+1
2
)
= gi(0)−
(
i+1
2
)
) for
all i, j and Proposition 1. 
Notice that Equation (6) means that we can change the range of Proposition 2 for 0 ≤ j ≤ n−1
and obtain the same result.
We will see in the next section how to use this to get the formula for the hook components of
〈Ern,n, en〉 and of 〈En,n, sµ〉.
6. Schur positive explicit combinatorial Formula
We can now prove Theorem 1 piece by piece.
Figure 12 gives an example for r = 1 and n = 4. One might want to take note that for n ≤ 4
there are only hooks thus 〈E4,4, e4〉|hooks = 〈E4,4, e4〉. This is why we can state in the introduction
that the equation of theorem 3.2.5 in [BCP18] is a specialization of Equation (1) using a different
basis.
The elements of T2,0:
area(γ) :
ht(γ) :
hook(γ) :
shook(γ) :
•
•
3
2
6, 10
s6
, •
•
2
1
4, 11
s41
, •
•
1
1
3, 11
s31
,
••
0
0
1, 12
s111
〈E4,4, e4〉|hooks = s6 + s41 + s31 + s111
Figure 12. Example of 〈E4,4, e4〉|hooks
For those who are used to seeing 〈E
〈2〉
n,n, sµ〉 = 〈∇(en), sµ〉 in terms of Dyck paths and Schro¨der
paths, note that each path in Tn,k is associated to a subset of Schro¨der paths. The next proposition
is related to the restriction of Equation (1) to E
〈2〉
n,n. Haglund proved in [Hag04] that 〈∇(en), ekhn−k〉
could be given in terms of Schro¨der paths with a given statistic. In [Wala] we give a bijection be-
tween a subset of Schro¨der paths with d diagonal steps and the set SYT(d+1, 1n−d−1)×{1, 2, . . . , n−
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d− 1}. The subset is such that the paths end with a north step and the area statistic of that path
is equal to 1.
Proposition 3. If r = 1 and µ ∈ {(k, 1n−k) | 1 ≤ k ≤ n} or if r > 1 and µ = 1n then:
〈∇r(en), sµ〉|hooks =
∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
s
r(n2)−maj(τ ′)
(q, t) +
des(τ)∑
i=2
s
r(n2)−maj(τ ′)−i,1
(q, t).(13)
Additionally, for all k we have:
(14) 〈∆′ek(en), en〉|hooks =
∑
τ∈SYT((n−k,1k))
smaj(τ)(q, t) +
k∑
i=2
smaj(τ)−i,1(q, t).
Furthermore, for all µ ∈ {(n), (n− 1, 1), (n− 2, 1, 1), (1n)}, 0 ≤ k < n− 1, we have:
(15)
e⊥n−k−1 (〈En,n, sµ〉|hooks)
〈2〉 =
∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
∑
s(k−1+area(γ)−maj(τ ′),1)(q, t) +
∑
s(k+area(γ)−maj(τ ′))(q, t).
Likewise, if the conjecture e⊥k 〈En,n, sµ〉 =〈2〉 〈∆
′
en−k−1
en, sµ〉 is true for all k, then Equation (13)
and Equation (15) hold for all µ when r = 1, and:
(16) 〈∆′ek(en), sµ〉|some hooks =
∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
∑
s(k−1+area(γ)−maj(τ ′),1)(q, t) +
∑
s(k+area(γ)−maj(τ ′))(q, t)
where the second sum of Equations (15) and Equation (16) is over paths in Tn,des(τ ′) of height k−2
and k − 1 and the third sum is over paths in Tn,des(τ ′) of height k − 1 and k.
Finally, if t = 0 or q = 0 Equations (15) and Equation (16) hold for all µ and Equation (13)
holds for µ general if r = 1 and for r > 1 if µ is hook shaped.
The notation |some hooks simply means that some hooks are missing from the sum (i.e. the
coefficients of Equation (16) constitute a lower bound for the coefficients of 〈∆′ek(en), sµ〉|hooks).
Note that Equation (13) and Equation (14) hold for all q and t when µ = 1n and r arbitrary or
r = 1 and µ is hook shaped. Additionally, if k = n − 1 Equations (15) and Equation (16) hold
if the second sum of is over paths in Tn,des(τ ′) of height k − 2 and the third sum is over paths in
Tn,des(τ ′) of height k − 1.
We will delay the proof of Proposition 3 and Theorem 1 until after Lemma 5. Before we start
let us notice that if r 6= 1 and µ 6= 1n computer experimentation suggest that Equation (13) can
be extended even tough its is incomplete (all the terms of the formula seem to appear but some
positive terms of 〈Ern,n, sµ〉|hooks are missing).
Let us start by proving the statement for the alternants of Ern,n.
Proposition 4. For r = 1 we have:
(17) 〈Ern,n, en〉|hooks =
∑
γ∈Tn
shook(γ)
where hook(γ) is the partition
(
(r − 1)
(
n
2
)
+ area(γ) + ht(γ) + 1, 1n−2−ht(γ)
)
.
Moreover, for all r ∈ N∗ such that 〈Ern,n, s(j+1),1n−j〉 = e
⊥
j 〈Ern,n, s1n〉 is true for all j, Equation
(17) holds.
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Proof. Let A(q, t) := ψ(Ern,n, en〉|hooks)(q, t). Recall that F. Bergeron’s theorem gives us the equal-
ity 〈Ern,n, s(j+1),1n−j−1〉 = e
⊥
j 〈Ern,n, s1n .〉 for r = 1, by Equation (2) and Lemma 1 we have:
A(q, t) =
∑
j≥0
j∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
qr(
n
2)−(
j−k+1
2 )
[
n− 1
j − k
]
q−1
)
q−ktj
Furthermore, s(j+1),1n−j−1 makes no sense for j ≥ n therefore j parses true all value between 0
and n− 1 and we can change j for n − j − 1 and obtain the same result. Then by noticing that
q−(j+k)(n−j−k−1)
[
n− 1
j + k
]
q
=
[
n− 1
j + k
]
q−1
, that
(
n
2
)
−
(
n−j−k
2
)
− (j + k)(n− j − k − 1) =
(
j+k+1
2
)
and
simplifying we get:
A(q, t) = q(r−1)(
n
2)
n−1∑
j=0
n−j−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
q(
j+k+1
2 )
[
n− 1
j + k
]
q
)
q−ktn−j−1
Considering a twist in variables we obtain:
zn−2A(q, z−1) = q(r−1)(
n
2)
n−1∑
j=0
n−j−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
q(
j+k+1
2 )
[
n− 1
j + k
]
q
)
q−kzj−1
Now
(
j+k+1
2
)
−
(
j+k
2
)
= j + k by Proposition 2 (Equation (8) ) if we set gj(k) =
(
j+k+1
2
)
we get:
zn−2A(q, z−1) = q(r−1)(
n
2)+1Tn(q, qz)
Or equivalently:
A(q, t) = tn−2q(r−1)(
n
2)+1Tn(q, qt
−1)
In the generating function Tn,0(q, t) the power of the variable t corresponds to the height of the
associated path in Tn,0 and the power of the variable q to the area of the associated path in
Tn,0 we have the interpretation of t
n−2q(r−1)(
n
2)+1Tn,0(q, qt
−1) as adding the area, the height and
(r − 1)
(
n
2
)
+ 1 to the first part and subtracting the height to n− 2 gives the rest of the hook. 
There is only one standard tableau of shape 1n, its conjugate is (n). Since des((n)) = 0 and
maj((n)) = 0 the formula of the following lemma coincides with the formula of the previous
proposition in the case r = 1 and µ = 1n.
For the next lemma we need to define revq. As in [HRS18] revq : Z[[X ]][q]→ Z[[X ]][q] is defined
by revq(f(x)(q)) = f(x)(q
−1)qdegq(f(x)(q)).
Lemma 3. If e⊥k 〈En,n, sµ〉 =〈2〉 〈∆
′
en−k−1
en, sµ〉 is true for all k then:
(18) 〈En,n, sµ〉|hooks =
∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
∑
γ∈Tn,des(τ ′)
shook(γ)
where hook(γ) is the partition (area(γ) + ht(γ)−maj(τ ′) + 1, 1n−2−ht(γ)) and r = 1.
Proof. Recall that ω was defines in Section 3. By applying ω ◦ revq to corollary 6.13 of [HRS18]
we obtain:
(19) ∆′en−k−1(en)|t=0 =
∑
τ∈SYT(n)
qk des(τ
′)+(n−k2 )−maj(τ ′)
[
des(τ)
k
]
q
sλ(τ)
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Therefore:
f
((n))
k (q) := ψ(〈∆
′
en−k−1
(en)|t=0, sµ〉) =
∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
qk des(τ
′)+(n−k2 )−maj(τ ′)
[
des(τ)
k
]
q
and:
f
(µ)
k (q) = q
k(n−1)+(n−k2 )−(
n
2)
[
0
k
]
q
Then by Lemma 1 we have:
ψ(〈En,n, sµ〉|hooks) =
∑
j≥0
j∑
k=0
(−1)k
∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
q(j−k) des(τ
′)+(n−j+k2 )−maj(τ ′)
[
des(τ)
j − k
]
q
q−ktj
Let A
(µ)
τ (q, t) be the part of ψ(〈En,n, sµ〉|hooks) when the sum is over τ . In other words we have∑
τ∈SYT(µ)A
(µ)
τ (q, t) = ψ(〈En,n, sµ〉|hooks). Much like for the previous proposition j parses from 0 to
des(τ). So we can change j for des(τ)−j and obtain the same result, in consequence simplification
gives us:
A(µ)τ (q, t) =
des(τ)∑
j=0
des(τ)−j∑
k=0
(−1)kq(des(τ)−j−k) des(τ
′)+(n−des(τ)+j+k2 )−maj(τ
′)
[
des(τ)
j + k
]
q
q−ktdes(τ)−j
and:
A((n))τ (q, t) =
0∑
j=0
−j∑
k=0
(−1)kq(−j−k)(n−1)+(
n+j+k
2 )−(
n
2)
[
0
j + k
]
q
q−kt−j = 1
By recalling that n − 1 − des(τ) = des(τ ′) we notice the equality
(
n−des(τ)+j+k
2
)
=
(
j+k+1
2
)
+(
des(τ ′)+1
2
)
+ (j + k) des(τ ′). Therefore, by setting gj(k) = des(τ) des(τ
′) +
(
j+k+1
2
)
+
(
des(τ ′)+1
2
)
−
maj(τ ′) we have gj(k)− gj(k − 1) = k + j. Using Equation (5) of Proposition 2 we obtain:
A(µ)τ (q, t) =
des(τ)−1∑
j=0
qdes(τ) des(τ
′)+(j+12 )+(
des(τ ′)+1
2 )−maj(τ ′)
[
des(τ)− 1
j
]
q
tn−1−des(τ
′)−j
Has in the last proposition we change variables and obtain:
zn−2−des(τ
′)A(µ)τ (q, z
−1) =
des(τ)−1∑
j=0
qdes(τ) des(τ
′)+(j+k+12 )+(
des(τ ′)+1
2 )−maj(τ
′)
[
des(τ)− 1
j
]
q
zj−1
Finally by Proposition 1 we get:
zn−2−des(τ
′)A(µ)τ (q, z
−1) = q1+des(τ) des(τ
′)+(des(τ
′)+1
2 )−maj(τ
′)Tdes(τ)+1,0(q, qz)
Hence:
A(µ)τ (q, t) = t
n−2q1−maj(τ
′)q(des(τ)−1) des(τ
′)+(des(τ
′)+1
2 )(qt−1)des(τ
′)Tdes(τ)+1,0(q, qt
−1)
Ergo by Equation (3) of Proposition 1 we have:
A(µ)τ (q, t) = t
n−2q1−maj(τ
′)Tn,des(τ ′)(q, qt
−1)
and:
A((n))τ (q, t) = 1 = t
n−2q1−(
n
2)q(
n−1
2 )+n−2t−n+2 = tn−2q1−(
n
2)Tn,n−1(q, qt
−1)

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Notice that Equation (18) is a lift of ∆′en−k−1(en)|t=0 therefore Equation (15) at t = 0 is a rein-
terpretation using our object of Equation (19) of Haglund, Rhoades and Shimonozo. Furthermore,
∆′en−1(en) = ∇(en) thus Equation (13) at t = 0 for general µ and r = 1 is just a reinterpretation
of Equation (19)
We will now prove that for all µ = (d, 1n−d) the restriction to two variables of Equation (1) is
true independently of F.Bergeron’s e⊥k 〈En,n, sµ〉 =〈2〉 〈∆
′
en−k−1
en, sµ〉 for all k conjecture. In other
word the formula gives correctly the coefficients of sµ ⊗ sλ in 〈∇(en), sµ〉 when µ and λ are hook
shaped.
To this end we recall the following result from [Wala]:
Lemma 4 (Wallace). If µ ∈ {(d, 1n−d) | 1 ≤ d ≤ n} then:
〈∇(en), sµ〉|hooks =
∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
smaj(τ)(q, t) +
des(τ)∑
i=2
smaj(τ)−i,1(q, t),
〈∇r(en), sµ〉|1Part =
∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
s
r(n2)−maj(τ ′)
(q, 0) =
∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
s
r(n2)−maj(τ ′)
(0, t),
and:
〈∇r(en), en〉|hooks =
∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
s
r(n2)−maj(τ ′)
(q, t) +
des(τ)∑
i=2
s
r(n2)−maj(τ ′)−i,1
(q, t).
Note that
(
n
2
)
−maj(τ ′) = maj(τ) and des(τ) = n− 1− des(τ ′).
Lemma 5. If µ ∈ {(d, 1n−d) | 1 ≤ d ≤ n} then:
 ∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
∑
γ∈Tn,des(τ ′)
shook(γ)


〈2〉
=
∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
s
r(n2)−maj(τ ′)
(q, t) +
des(τ)∑
i=2
s
r(n2)−maj(τ ′)−i,1
(q, t),
where hook(γ) =
(
(r − 1)
(
n
2
)
+ area(γ) + ht(γ)−maj(τ ′) + 1, 1n−2−ht(γ)
)
.
Proof. Notice that the restriction to two variables is equivalent to the restriction to hooks of length
2 or less as seen in Section 3. We therefore only need to consider the paths of height n − 3 and
n− 2. The area of a path of height n− 2 is
(
n−1
2
)
and the hook associated to it has only one part.
Furthermore, (r − 1)
(
n
2
)
+
(
n−1
2
)
+ n − 2 + 1 = r
(
n
2
)
. This accounts for the first sum on the right
hand side.
The area of a path of height n− 3 in Tn,des(τ ′) starting with exactly p north steps is
(
n−1
2
)
− j,
where j = n− 2− p− des(τ ′). The number of north steps at the beginning of the path is bounded
by 0 ≤ p ≤ n− 3 − des(τ ′). This is equivalent to des(τ) ≥ n− 1− p− des(τ ′) ≥ 2. Consequently
(r− 1)
(
n
2
)
+
(
n−1
2
)
− j + n− 3 + 1−maj(τ ′) = r
(
n
2
)
−maj(τ ′)− i for i = n− 1− p− des(τ ′) which
accounts for the second sum of the right hand side. 
We can now prove Proposition 3 and Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. For r = 1 we start with the cases where µ ∈ {(n), (n − 1, 1), (n − 2, 1, 1)}.
The descent of a standard tableau of shape (n−k, 1k) has k elements, thus we have des(τ ′) = n−1
if τ ∈ SYT((n)), des(τ ′) = n − 2 if τ ∈ SYT((n − 1, 1)), des(τ ′) = n − 3 if τ ∈ SYT((n −
2, 1, 1)). This implies that the height of the paths related to these tableaux must be greater
or equal to n − 3. In consequence ℓ(hook(γ)) = ℓ(area(γ) + ht(γ) − maj(τ ′) + 1, 1n−2−ht(γ)) ≤
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2. Therefore, no term disappears in the restriction to two variables and by Lemma 5 we have∑
τ∈SYT(µ)
∑
γ∈Tn,des(τ ′)
shook(γ) = 〈∇(en), sµ〉|hooks in these cases. Moreover, it is shown in [Ber]
that 〈En,n, sµ〉 = 〈∇(en), sµ〉 when µ ∈ {(n), (n − 1, 1), (n − 2, 1, 1), (n− 2, 2)}, which is what we
needed.
The remainder of the proof is a direct consequence of Proposition 4 and Lemma 3. 
Proof of Proposition 3. It was proven in [Hag04] that 〈∇(en), ekhn−k〉 = 〈∆eken, en〉, therefore
〈∇(en), s(k+1,1n−k−1)〉 = 〈∆
′
en−k−1
en, en〉. Hence, Equation (13) implies the Equation (14).
Lemma 4 proves that Equation (13) is true for r = 1 and µ ∈ {(k, 1n−k) | 1 ≤ k ≤ n} or r > 1
and µ = 1n. It also proves that Equation (13) holds for µ hooked shaped when r ≥ 1 and t = 0 or
q = 0.
Furthermore, in Lemma 3 the formula is constructed by lifting the Schur functions having only
one part. Ergo Equation (13), Equation (15), and Equation (16) holds for all µ when r = 1 and
t = 0 or q = 0 since ∆′en−1(en) = ∇(en). This also implies that Equation (16) holds for all µ if
F.Bergeron’s conjecture is true.
Equation (15) is the restriction of Theorem 1 to the paths associated to hooks of length one and
two. Equation (16) is a rewriting of Equation (15). This is just to state that the paths ending
at height k and k − 1 in Tn,s correspond to the Schur functions with one part in ∆
′
ek
(en) and the
paths ending at height k − 2 correspond to Schur functions that are indexed by hooks of length
two. 
One may be interested to notice that the hook lengths in Theorem 1 can be computed using
only the area statistic and the major index.
7. Adjoint dual Pieri rule
It is shown in [Ber] that 〈En,n, s(k+1),1n−k−1〉 = e
⊥
k 〈En,n, s1n〉. By Proposition 5 this can be done
directly in terms of paths.
For k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 2 and µ = (k + 1, 1n−k−1), we consider the following sets of paths:⋃
τ∈SYT(µ)
{γ = N j γ˜ ∈ Tn,des(τ ′) | j ≥ n− k −min(Des(τ
′))} = T+n,k
⋃
τ∈SYT(µ)
{γ = N jEγ˜, γ = N j ∈ Tn,des(τ ′) | j < n− k −min(Des(τ
′))} = T−n,k
Vn,k =
⋃
τ∈SYT(µ)
1∈Des(τ ′)
{
γ = N jEγ˜, γ = N j ∈ Tn,des(τ ′) | max{0, n− k −min(Des(τ
′)\{1}) ≤ j
}
∪
⋃
τ∈SYT(µ)
16∈Des(τ ′),{n−k+1,...,n−1}⊂Des(τ ′)
{
γ = Erγ˜ ∈ Tn,des(τ ′) | r + 1 ≥ min(Des(τ
′))
}
and
T kn = {γ ∈ Tn,0 | n− 2− ht(γ) ≥ k}.
Notice that in for all τ ∈ SYT(k + 1, 1n−k−1), des(τ ′) = k. Hence, all paths of Tn,des(τ ′) have at
most n−k−2 north steps. Therefore, if 1 ∈ Des(τ ′) then T+n,k ∩Tn,des(τ ′) = ∅ and T
−
n,k ∩Tn,des(τ ′) =
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T−n,k. Additionally, one can easily check that for µ = (k + 1, 1
n−k−1) the sets T+n,k, and T
−
n,k are a
partition of the set
⋃
τ∈SYT(µ) Tn,des(τ ′) and Vn,k ⊂ T
−
n,k.
For k between 1 and n− 2, we will now define two families {e⊥k−} and {e
⊥
k+} of maps:
e⊥k− : T
k−1
n \{E
n−2} → Vn,k ⊂ T
−
n,k and e
⊥
k+ : T
k
n → T
+
n,k
For γ ∈ Tn,0, let us consider the prefix of γ ending with the k-th east step. The prefix exists
by definition of T kn , since n − 2 − ht(γ) gives the number of east steps. Let p1, . . . , pk denote the
integers such that pi is the number of north steps before the i-th east step. To this we associate
τ ′, the hook shaped standard tableau such that Des(τ ′) = {n− i− pi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. In consequence
e⊥k+(γ) is the path in Tn,des(τ ′) given by discarding all the k first east steps of γ. (See Figure 13)
ht
• •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
γ =
ht
maj(τ ′)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
e⊥2+(γ) =
Figure 13. The map e⊥2+ send the path γ = NENEENEE ∈ T10,0 to the path
NNENEE ∈ T10,des(τ ′), with Des(τ
′) = {6, 8}
.
The map e⊥k−(γ) is defined in a similar way. For γ ∈ Tn,0, let us consider the prefix of γ ending
with the k − 1-th east step. We denote by p1, . . . , pk−1 the integers such that pi is the number
of north steps before the i-th east step. Let h be the number of east steps before the first north
step. We choose τ ′ to be the the hook shaped standard tableau that has the following descent set
Des(τ ′) = {n − i − pi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1} ∪ {max(1, h − k + 2)}. Consequently e
⊥
k−(γ) is the path
in Tn,des(τ ′) given by discarding all the k − 1 first east steps of and the first north step of γ. (See
Figure 14). Note that we take out the path En−2 because it is associated to the Schur function
s1n and e
⊥
k (s1n) has only one term.
ht
• •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
γ =
ht
maj(τ ′)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
e⊥2−(γ) =
Figure 14. The map e⊥2− sends the path γ = NENEENEE ∈ T10,0 to the path
NEENEE ∈ T10,des(τ ′), with Des(τ
′) = {1, 8}
.
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We will recall that for r = 1 the hooks in Theorem 1 are given by:
hook(γ) =
(
area(γ) + ht(γ)−maj(τ ′) + 1, 1n−2−ht(γ)
)
Lemma 6. For all k ≤ n− 2 the map e⊥k+ is a well defined map.
Proof. Let us first notice that hook shaped standard tableaux are uniquely determined by there
decent set. Indeed the first column is strictly increasing and all other entries are in the first row.
Therefore, an entry, i is in the descent set if and only if i+ 1 is not in the first row. For fixed k,
γ ∈ T kn has at least k East steps, by definition of T
k
n , since n−2−ht(γ) is the number of east steps.
Additionally, we construct k elements in the descent set. This corresponds to the descent set of a
unique tableau of shape (n− k, k). The pi’s are weakly increasing and are subtracted from strictly
decreasing numbers hence the k numbers of the descent set that we constructed are all distinct
and smaller or equal to n− 1. Moreover, min(Des(τ ′)) = n− k − pk ≥ 2, because pk ≤ n− 2− k.
Finally the constructed path is of length n − 2 − k with as at least pk North steps, making it an
element of T+n,k. 
Lemma 7. For all k the map e⊥k+ is a bijection such that:
hook(e⊥k+(γ)) =
(
area(γ) + ht(γ) + 1, 1n−2−ht(γ)−k
)
.
Proof. Let γ, β ∈ Tn such that e
⊥
k+(γ) = e
⊥
k+(β). Let p1, . . . , pk (respectively r1 . . . rk) be integers
such that pi (respectively ri) gives the number of North steps before the i-th East step in γ
(respectively β). Because e⊥k+(γ) = e
⊥
k+(β) they are associated to the same descent set, ergo the
same tableau (this is only true when the tableau is hook shaped). We must have ri = pi for all i.
This mean the paths γ and β are identical up to the k-th east step. But the rest of the paths are
also identical as a result of e⊥k+(γ) = e
⊥
k+(β). So γ = β and e
⊥
k+ is an injection.
Given a path γ in T+n,k with associated tableau τ we can construct p1, . . . , pk by ordering the set
{n − π | π ∈ des(τ ′)} and subtracting the i-th number by i. Since γ ∈ T+n,k we know γ = N
pkγ′.
Hence, we can construct the path β = Np1ENp2−p1E · · ·ENpk−pk−1Eγ′. It is easy to see that
e⊥k+(β) = γ is a consequence of e
⊥
k+ taking out the k first East steps.
Because we start at height k in Tn,des(τ ′), by only erasing East steps we increase the height of
e⊥k+(γ) by exactly k. For this reason we have ht(γ) = ht(e
⊥
k+(γ)) − k. Notice that maj(τ
′) − k
corresponds to the number of boxes over the part of the path in the first k columns. Therefore,
area(γ) = area(e⊥k+(γ))−maj(τ
′) + k and we have the claimed equality. 
We obtain a similar result for e⊥k−.
Lemma 8. For all k ≤ n− 2 the map e⊥k− is a well defined map.
Proof. Has before hook shaped standard tableaux are uniquely determined by there decent set.
For fixed k, γ ∈ T k−1n \{E
n − 2} has at least k − 1 East steps, by definition. Furthermore, the k
numbers of the constructed descent set are smaller or equal than n − 1. We need to show that
they are all distinct and the k elements in the descent set will corresponds to the descent set of a
unique tableau of shape (k + 1, 1n−k−1)′. Before we do so, let γ be in T k−1n \{E
n−2}.
If h ≤ k−1 then e⊥k−(γ) is associated to a tableau such that 1 ∈ Des(τ
′). Since γ as at least k−1
East steps by definition of T k−1n we know that pk−1 ≤ n−k−1. Hence, min(Des(τ
′)\{1}) ≥ 2. The
pi’s are weakly increasing and are subtracted from strictly decreasing numbers, in consequence the
elements created for are descent set are all distinct. Moreover, n−k+1−pk−1 = min(Des(τ
′)\{1})
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and h ≤ k − 1 which yields pk − 1 ≥ 0. So we have pk ≥ n − k + 1 − min(Des(τ
′)\{1}). Thus
e⊥k−(γ) is in Vn,k.
If h > k − 1 then pk−1 = 0. The height of the path is bounded by the relation h ≤ n − 2
for this reason n − (k − 1) > h − k − 2. Ergo e⊥k−(γ) can be associated with a tableau such that
min(Des(τ ′)) = h−k+2 > 1. The pi = 0 for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k−1, thus we have constructed
k distinct elements for the descent set.
Furthermore, the path begins with h− k + 1 east steps by definition of the map. Consequently
e⊥k−(γ) is in Vn,k. The erased steps do not depend on the maximum value so one might notice that
in the case 1 = h− k + 2 we obtain the same tableau and the same path wether we ”choose” 1 or
h− k + 2. Therefore, the map is well defined.

Lemma 9. For all k the map e⊥k− is a bijection such that:
hook(e⊥k−(γ)) =
(
area(γ) + ht(γ), 1n−1−ht(γ)−k
)
.
Proof. We start by showing the map is injective, let γ, β ∈ Tn\{E
n−2} such that e⊥k−(γ) = e
⊥
k (β).
Let p1, . . . , pk−1 (respectively r1 . . . rk−1) be integers such that pi (respectively ri) gives the number
of North steps before the i-th East step in γ (respectively β). Let hγ (respectively hβ) be the
number of East steps before the first North step in γ (respectively β). It was proven in the
previous lemma that h = min(Des(τ ′)) + k − 2 or h =≤ k − 1. Therefore, if 1 = min(Des(τ ′)) we
have hγ ≤ k − 1, hβ ≤ k − 1 and the proof is very similar to Lemma 7. If min(Des(τ
′)) > 1, we
have hγ − k + 2 = min(Des(τ
′)) and hβ − k + 2 = min(Des(τ
′)). Ergo hγ = hβ and all the pi = 0,
1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Consequently γ and β have the same number of East steps before the first North
step and the paths after the first North step are the same since e⊥k−(γ) = e
⊥
k (β). Hence, γ = β
We now show that the map is surjective. Let γ be a path in Vn,k. The set Vn,k is a union of
sets of paths therefore it can be associated to the tableau τ corresponding to the set it came from
in the union. If 1 ∈ Des(τ ′) let {1 < d2 < · · · < dk} be the descent set of τ
′ and let γ = N jEγ˜
(respectively γ = Nn−2−k). Remember that by definition of Vn,k the length of the path is n−2−k.
Then the path:
Nn−1−dkENdk−dk−1−1ENdk−1−dk−2−1E · · ·Nd3−d2−1EN j−n+k+d2Eγ˜
(respectively Nn−1−dkENdk−dk−1−1ENdk−1−dk−2−1E · · ·Nd3−d2−1ENd2−2) is of length n − 2 since
we only added k − 1 East steps and 1 North steps. Hence, γ is in Tn because j ≥ n − k − d2
(respectively n− k − 2 ≥ n− k− d2) by definition of Vn,k. Moreover, there are k east steps before
γ˜ and j + 1 north steps (respectively k − 1 east steps and n− k − 1 north steps) therefore:
e⊥k−(N
n−1−dkENdk−dk−1−1ENdk−1−dk−2−1E · · ·Nd3−d2−1EN j−n+k+d2Eγ˜) = N jEγ˜ = γ ∈ Tn,des(τ ′).
(respectively e⊥k−(N
n−1−dkENdk−dk−1−1ENdk−1−dk−2−1E · · ·Nd3−d2−1ENd2−2) = Nn−k−2 = γ)
If 1 6∈ Des(τ ′) then {d1 < n− k+1 < · · · < n− 1} is the descent set of τ
′ and let γ = Erγ˜. This
means the path:
Ed1+k−2NEr+1−d1 γ˜
is in Tn because r + 1 ≥ d1 by definition of Vn,k. Moreover, there are r + k − 1 east steps before γ˜
and 1 north steps therefore:
e⊥k−(E
d1+k−2NEr+1−d1 γ˜) = γ ∈ Tn,des(τ ′).
Thus e⊥k− is a bijection.
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By erasing the k − 1 first East steps and the first North step we increase the height of e⊥k−(γ)
by exactly k− 1, since we start at height k in Tn,des(τ ′). Hence, ht(γ) = ht(e
⊥
k−(γ))− k+1. Notice
that maj(τ ′)− k + 1−max(1, h− k + 2) corresponds to the number of boxes over the part of the
path in the first k − 1 columns and max(1, h − k + 2) correspond to the boxes filled by deleting
the first North step. Therefore, area(γ) = area(e⊥k−(γ))−maj(τ
′) + k− 1 and we have the claimed
equality. 
Note that one could add conditions to T+n,n−1, T
−
n,n−1, Vn,n−1 and T
n−1
n to add the case µ = (n)
to the map. The author thinks that it is a lots of commotion just to state that e⊥n−1(s
1n) = 1.
For the next proposition we extend our maps in the following way e⊥k+(γ) = ∅ if γ ∈ Tn\T
k
n ,
e⊥k−(γ) = ∅ if γ ∈ Tn\T
k−1
n and shook(∅) = 0. Observe that ∅ is not the empty word.
Proposition 5. For all k ≤ n− 2, we have:
e⊥k (〈En,n, en〉|hooks) =
∑
γ∈Tn
shook(e⊥
k+(γ))
+ shook(e⊥
k−
(γ)).
In addition,
∑
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
∑
γ∈Tn,des(τ ′)
shook(γ) − e
⊥
k (〈En,n, s1n〉|hooks) has a Schur positive ex-
pansion.
Proof. By Lemma 7 and Lemma 9 we have e⊥k shook(γ) = shook(e⊥k+(γ)) + shook(e⊥k−(γ)). Furthermore,
we have the disjoint union T−n,k ∪ T
+
n,k =
⋃
τ∈SYT((k+1,1n−k−1)) Tn,k so:∑
τ∈SYT((k+1,1n−k−1))
∑
γ∈Tn,des(τ ′)
shook(γ) =
∑
γ∈T+
n,k
shook(γ) +
∑
γ∈T−
n,k
shook(γ)
The map e⊥k+ (respectively e
⊥
k−) is an injections from Tn into T
+
n,k (respectively T
−
n,k) ergo the result
holds. 
The last proposition gives reason to believe the main theorem holds for all µ, a hook, since the
missing terms should be obtained by the restriction to shapes having two columns. If Theorem 1
is true for all hook shapes µ then the difference would be given by the equation found in the next
lemma.
First we will define Wn,k = T
−
n,k\Vn,k:
Wn,k =
⋃
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
16∈Des(τ ′)
{
γ = Erγ˜ ∈ Tn,des(τ ′) | 1 < r + 1 < min(Des(τ
′)) < n− k
}
(20)
∪
⋃
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
16∈Des(τ ′),{n−k+1,...,n−1}6⊂Des(τ ′)
{
γ = Erγ˜ ∈ Tn,des(τ ′) | r + 1 ≥ min(Des(τ
′))
}
(21)
∪
⋃
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
1∈Des(τ ′)
{
γ = N jEγ˜ ∈ Tn,des(τ ′) | 0 ≤ j < n− k −min(Des(τ
′)\{1})
}
(22)
∪
⋃
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
16∈Des(τ ′)
{
γ = N jEγ˜ ∈ Tn,des(τ ′) | 0 < j < n− k −min(Des(τ
′))}
}
(23)
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One can easily check that these sets are complementary. Note that Proposition 5 is also a proof
of Theorem 1 for the case (n− 1, n) since Wn,n−2 = ∅.
Lemma 10. Let A =
∑
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
∑
γ∈Tn,des(τ ′)
shook(γ) − e
⊥
k (〈En,n, en〉|hooks) then for k ≥ 2
we have:
A =
∑
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
1∈Des(τ)
min(Des(τ ′))<n−k
min(Des(τ ′))−2∑
r=1
∑
γ∈Tn−r,k+1
sShape 1(γ) +
n−k−1−min(Des(τ ′))∑
j=1
∑
γ∈Tn−1,j+k
sShape 2(γ)(24)
+
∑
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
1∈Des(τ)
{n−k+1,...,n−1}6⊆Des(τ ′)
n−k−2∑
r=min(Des(τ ′))−1
∑
γ∈Tn−r,k+1
sShape 1(γ)(25)
+
∑
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
16∈Des(τ)
n−k−1−min(Des(τ ′)\{1})∑
j=0
∑
γ∈Tn−1,k+j
sShape 2(γ)(26)
Where Shape 1(γ) is the partition
(
area(γ) + ht(γ) + 1−maj(τ ′) + kr, 1n−2−ht(γ)
)
, and Shape 2(γ)
is the partition
(
area(γ) + ht(γ) + 1−maj(τ ′) + (j + k), 1n−2−ht(γ)
)
.
In particular, for k = 1 we have:
A =
n−2∑
m=2
m−2∑
r=1
∑
γ∈Tn−r,2
sShape 1′(γ) +
n−2−m∑
j=1
∑
γ∈Tn−1,j+1
sShape 2′(γ)(27)
Where Shape 1′(γ) is the partition
(
area(γ) + ht(γ) + 1−m+ r, 1n−2−ht(γ)
)
, and Shape 2′(γ) is the
partition
(
area(γ) + ht(γ) + 2−m+ j, 1n−2−ht(γ)
)
.
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
j
k
n− 2
Tn−1,k+jTn,k
Figure 15. Comparing the path
NNEENEE = N2Eγ˜ ∈ T10,1
and the path γ˜ ∈ T9,3. Same
height ht(N2Eγ˜) = ht(γ˜) though
area(N2Eγ˜) = area(γ˜) + 3.
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
r
k
n− 2
Tn−r,k+1Tn,k
Figure 16. Comparing the path
EEENEEN = E3Nγ˜ ∈ T10,1
and the path γ˜ ∈ T7,2. Same
height ht(E3Nγ˜) = ht(γ˜) though
area(E3Nγ˜) = area(γ˜) + 3.
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Proof. We know that T kn = T
+
n,k ∪ T
−
n,k, so by Proposition 5, Lemma 7 and Lemma 9 we have:
A =
∑
γ∈T+
n,k
shook(γ) +
∑
γ∈T−
n,k
shook(γ) −
∑
γ∈T+
n,k
shook(γ) −
∑
γ∈Vn,k
shook(γ),
=
∑
γ∈T−
n,k
shook(γ) −
∑
γ∈Vn,k
shook(γ),
=
∑
γ∈Wn,k
shook(γ).
The last equality is a consequence of Wn,k = T
−
n,k\Vn,k. Up to a slight change in the area statistic,
the paths γ ∈ Tn,k such that γ = N
jEγ˜ are the same as the paths γ˜ ∈ Tn−1,j+k (see Figure 15).
To obtain the same hook shape we only need to add j + k to the area. Hence, the Sum of Line
(26) corresponds to the set in Line (22) and the second sum of Line (24) to the set in Line (23).
Similarly, the paths γ ∈ Tn,k such that γ = E
rNγ˜ are the same as the paths γ˜ ∈ Tn−r,k+1 (see
Figure 16). To obtain the same hook shape we only need to add rk to the area. Consequently the
first Sum of Line (24) corresponds to the set in Line (20) and the sum of Line (25) to the set in
line (21). Note that for Line (24) and Line (25) the case r = n− k− 2 corresponds to the Tk+2,k+1
which correspond to the paths En−2−k in Tn,k that as area k(n−k−2) greater than area(ǫ), where
ǫ is the only path of Tk+2,k+1. This works with the convention Tk+2,k+1 = Tk+2,k.
For the restriction to k = 1 one only needs to notice that for all tableaux τ in SYT(2, 1n−2)
the descent set contains only one element. Therefore, two of the sums are empty and the result
follows. 
8. Bijections and starting the second column
If we dismiss the first part we can see hook shaped partitions as partitions with one col-
umn. We don’t have a formula for the restriction to partitions that have two columns, but
we can start the second column. Before we prove our formula for the restriction to shapes
{(a, 2, 1k) | k ∈ N, a ∈ N≥2} we need preliminary result.
Let TEn,0,h be the subset of paths of Tn,0 that start with an east step and have height h. Let
SYT(k + 1, 1n−k−1)S be the set of tableaux of shape (k + 1, 1
n−k−1) for which the descent set
contains the set S. For a path γ let ni be the number of east steps before the i-th north step.
Define Φk : T
E
n,0,n−k−3 → SYT(k + 1, 1
n−k−1){1,2} by Φk(γ) is the unique hook shape tableau
having {(n− i− ni + 1)|1 ≤ i ≤ ht(γ)} ∪ {1, 2} as a descent set (see Figure 17).
Lemma 11. The map Φk is a well defined bijective maps. Additionally, for γ ∈ T
E
n,0 we have:
area(γ) + ht(γ) + 1 = maj(Φk(γ))− des(Φk(γ))
In particular the image of Φk is the set of tableaux of shape (k + 1, 1
n−k−1) such that the descent
set contains the set {1, 2}.
Proof. For all hook shaped tableaux the descent set is given by subtracting one to each entry that
does not lie in the first row. Because the remainder of the entries are in the first row the descent
set uniquely determines a hook shaped tableau. Moreover, a path, γ of TEn,0,n−k−3 starts with one
East step and has exactly k + 1 east steps. Ergo for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n − k − 3 we have
1 ≤ ni ≤ k+1. This yields n− i+1 > n− i− ni+1 ≥ 3. For all path γ, the set {n1, . . . , nn−k−3}
is an increasing sequence of positive integers therefore the n − k − 3 elements of the descent set
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•
• 3
5
6
7→
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Des(Φ1(ENNEN)) = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6}
Figure 17. An example of the
map Φ1 when n = 7 and k = 1.
With ENNEN ∈ TE7,0,3.
•
• 2
5
6
7→
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Des(Ω11(NNEEN)) = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6}
Figure 18. An example of the
map Ω11 when n = 7, k = 1 and
j = 1. With NNEEN ∈ T (1)7,0,3.
created are all distinct values of {1, . . . , n − 1}. Hence, Φk associates γ to a unique tableau of
shape (k + 1, 1n−k−1) consequently the maps, Φk is well defined.
Let γ, π ∈ TEn,0 be such that Φk(γ) = Φk(π). By the previous paragraph the height of the path
determines the shape of the tableau thus γ and π are of same height. Let:
(28) {1 < 2 < d1 < d2 < · · · < dn−k−3} = Des(Φk(γ)) = Des(Φk(π)).
By construction we must have dn−k−i−2 = n− i−ni+1 and therefore we know the number of east
step before each north step which uniquely determines a path. Ergo γ = π.
Now we show that the map is surjective. Let τ ∈ SYT(k + 1, 1n−k−1){1,2} with Des(τ) = {1 <
2 < d1 < d2 < · · · < dn−k−3}. Then the path:
γ = En−dn−k−3NEdn−k−3−dn−k−4−1N · · ·Ed2−d1−1NEd1−3,
is in TEn,0,n−k−3 since dn−k−3 ≤ n − 1 and the path has n − k − 3 North steps and n − 2 steps.
Moreover, Φk(γ) = τ .
Finally the area of a path γ is equal to
∑n−k−3
i=1 n−i−1−ni, maj(Φk(γ)) = 3+
∑n−k−3
i=1 n−i−ni+1
and Des(Φk(γ)) = n− k − 1 which yields:
ht(γ) + 1 + area(γ) = n− k − 2 +
n−k−3∑
i=1
(n− i− ni − 1)
= −n + k + 4 +
n−k−3∑
i=1
(n− i− ni + 1)
= −(Des(Φk(γ))− 2) + 1 + (maj(Φk(γ))− 3)
= maj(Φk(γ))− Des(Φk(γ))

Let T
(j)
n,0,h be the paths of Tn,0 that start with a north step, end with exactly j north steps and
has height h.
For 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 3, we also define Ωjk : T
(j)
n,0,n−k−3 → SYT(k + 1, 1
n−k−1){1,...,j+2,n−1} by Ω
j
k(γ) is
the unique hook shape tableau having {(n − i − ni)|1 ≤ i ≤ ht(γ)} ∪ {1, j + 2} as a descent set
(see Figure 18). As before, in a path γ the ni’s are the number of east steps before the i-th north
step. Note that 0 ≤ j ≤ n− k − 3 since the path can not have more north steps than it is height.
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Lemma 12. The maps Ωjk are well defined bijective maps. Additionally, for γ ∈ T
(j)
n,0,n−k−3 we
have:
area(γ) + ht(γ) + 1 = maj(Ωjk(γ))− (j + 2)
Furthermore the image of Ωjk is the set of all tableaux, τ , of shape (k + 1, 1
n−k−1), such that
{1, 2, . . . , j + 2, n− 1} ⊆ Des(τ).
Proof. As before, the descent set uniquely determines a hook shaped tableau. Furthermore, a path
of height n − k − 3 has exactly k + 1 east steps. Hence, for all i, 0 ≤ ni ≤ k + 1. Which yields
n − i ≥ n − i − ni ≥ n − k − i − 1 ≥ 2 as a result of i ≤ n − k − 3. In particular the paths
start with a north step ergo n1 = 0 and n − 1 ∈ Des(Ω
j
k(γ)). Additionally, for all i such that
ht(γ)−j+1 ≤ i ≤ ht(γ) the value of ni is k+1, since the paths end with exactly j North steps. In
consequence we have j+1 ≥ n− i−ni = n− k− 1− i ≥ 2. For all path γ, the set {n1, . . . , nht(γ)}
is an increasing sequence of positive integers thus n− i− ni > n− (i+1)− ni+1 and the n− k− 3
elements of the descent set created are all distinct. We then have j distinct values between 2 and
j + 1 for this reason {2, . . . , j + 1, n − 1} is a subset of Des(Ωjk(γ)). Finally nh(γ)−j > k + 1, by
definition of T
(j)
n,0,n−k−3. Therefore, j + 2 is not one of the n− k− 3 elements created and the map
Ωjk associates γ to a unique tableau of shape (k + 1, 1
n−k−1). Consequently it is well defined.
To show the maps are bijective we can use the same proof as in Lemma 11 if we swap the descent
set on Line (28) for {1 < d1 < · · · < dj < j + 2 < dj+1 < · · · < dht(γ)−1 < n− 1} and the path on
Line (8) for NEn−dn−k−4−2NEdn−k−4−dn−k−5−1N · · ·Edj+2−dj+1−1NEdj+1−j−2N j .
The area of a path γ is equal to
∑ht(γ)
i=1 n − i − ni − 1, maj(Ω
j
k(γ)) = 3 + j +
∑ht(γ)
i=1 n − i − ni
Ergo:
area(γ) + ht(γ) + 1 = ht(γ) + 1 +
ht(γ)∑
i=1
(n− i− 1− ni)
= 1 +
ht(γ)∑
i=1
(n− i− ni)
= maj(Ωjk(γ))− (j + 2)

Notice that TEn,0 ∪
⋃
j,k T
(j)
n,0,n−k−3 = Tn,0. By lifting the formula for hook shapes in two variables
we get a first formula for the alternant restricted to the shape R = {(a, 2, 1k) | k ∈ N, a ∈ N≥2}.
Proposition 6. For R = {(a, 2, 1k) | k ∈ N, a ∈ N≥2}, we have:
〈En,n, en〉|R =
n−4∑
k=1
n−k−2∑
i=2
∑
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
1∈Des(τ)
{1,...,i,n−1}6⊆Des(τ)
sShape(γ)(29)
=
n−4∑
k=1
n−k−2∑
i=2
∑
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
1∈Des(τ)
{1,...,i}6⊆Des(τ)
sShape(γ) +
∑
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
n−16∈Des(τ)
{1,...,i}⊆Des(τ)
sShape(γ)(30)
where Shape(γ) gives the partition
(
maj(τ)− i, 2, 1k−1
)
.
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Proof. Let hk(q) = ψ
(∑k
d=0(−1)
k−d(e⊥d 〈En,n, en〉|V1)
〈2〉
)
qk−dt−1, in respect to the notations in
Lemma 2. Note that |V1 is the same as |hooks. According to [Wala], we have:
hk =
∑
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
{1,2}⊆Des(τ)
qmaj(τ)−des(τ) +
∑
τ∈SYT(k+1,1n−k−1)
1∈Des(τ)
n−k−2∑
i=2
qmaj(τ)−i
Let gk(q) = ψ
(
(
∑k
d=0(−1)
k−de⊥d 〈En,n, en〉|V1)
〈2〉|V1
)
qk−dt−1. Since there is only one tableau of
shape (n) and it has an empty descent set, we already know from Equation (15) that:
gk(q) =
k∑
d=0
(−1)k−d
∑
γ∈Tn,0
ht(γ)=n−d−2
qarea(γ)+ht(γ)+1+k−d +
∑
γ∈Tn,0
ht(γ)=n−d−3
qarea(γ)+ht(γ)+1+k−d
=
∑
γ∈Tn,0
ht(γ)=n−k−3
qarea(γ)+ht(γ)+1
Recall the remark under Equation (15) states that if d = 0 we do not account for the paths of
height n− 2. Notice k is only defined for 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 3. More over:
(e⊥k (〈En,n, en〉|V2)
〈2〉)|V1 = (e
⊥
k 〈En,n, en〉)
〈2〉|V1 − (e
⊥
k (〈En,n, en〉|V1)
〈2〉)|V1
Then by Lemma 2 we have:
Ψ(〈En,n, en〉|V2)(q, t) =
n−3∑
k=0
(hk(q)− gk(q))t
k.
Since for the sets T
(j)
n,0,n−k−3, T
E
n,0,n−k−3 partitions Tn,0,n−k−3, we can apply the maps Φk and Ω
i−2
k
on the paths of gk. Ergo by Lemma 11 and Lemma 12 we can cancel out all the negative terms
and obtain the result has stated. 
Before we give a simpler interpretation in terms of Tn,k we need a new map. Let βd be a family
of maps, βd : SYT(d+ 1, 1
n−d−1){1} → Tn,0,n−d−2 defined, for Des(τ) = {1 < r2 · · · < rn−d−1}, by:
βd(τ) = E
n−1−rn−d−1NErn−d−1−rn−d−2−1N · · ·NErn−d−i+1−rn−d−i−1N · · ·Er3−r2−1NEr2−2.
(See Figure 19 for an example.)
•
• 2
4
5
τ = 7→
1
2
3
5
4
6
7
Des(τ) = {1, 2, 4, 5} β2(τ) = ENNEN
Figure 19. An example of the map β2 when n = 7 and d = 2. The image β2(τ) is in T7,0,3.
Lemma 13. The maps βd are well defined bijections. Moreover, for all τ we have maj(τ) =
area(βd(τ)) + ht(βd(τ)) + 1.
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Proof. For all τ we have the image by βd is a path with n− d− 2 north steps by construction. So
it as height n− d− 2. The number of steps of the path is:
(n− d− 2) + (n− 1− rn−d−1) + (r2 − 2) +
n−d−3∑
i=1
rn−d−i − rn−d−i−1 − 1 = n− 2
So the image is a path of Tn,0,n−d−2. Given βd(τ) = βd(π) one could reverse engineer and find
Des(τ) = Des(π). Conversely, the staircase shape of the grid Tn,0 assures us that the row area is a
set of distinct numbers in {1, . . . , n−2}. So to each path of height n−d−2 there is a tableau with
a descent set corresponding to adding one to each element of the set of row area and appending
the element 1. Hence, βd is indeed a bijection.
Let ni be the number of east steps before the i-th north step of β(τ)d. Then ni = n− rn−d−i− i
by definition of the map βd. The area of a path is equal to
∑ht(βd(τ))
i=1 n − i − 1 − ni therefore
area(βd(τ)) =
∑ht(βd(τ))
i=1 (rn−d−i − 1) = (maj(τ)− 1)− ht(βd(τ)). 
We can now improve the aspect of our formula.
Proposition 7. For R = {(a, 2, 1k) | k ∈ N, a ∈ N≥2}, we have:
〈En,n, en〉|R =
n−3∑
i=2
∑
sShape T (γ),
where the second sum is over paths γ ∈ Tn,0 such that γ 6= Nγ˜N
i−1 and i ≤ ht(γ) ≤ n − 3.
Additionally, ShapeT (γ) is the partition given by
(
area(γ) + ht(γ) + 1− i, 2, 1n−3−ht(γ)
)
.
Proof. For a fixed k and i the sum in Equation (29) is over all tableaux in SYT(k+1, 1n−k−1){1} for
which the descent set doesn’t contain the subset {1, 2, . . . , i, n− 1}. Using the bijection in Lemma
13 we obtain a sum over all paths in Tn,0,n−k−2 that can not be written as Nγ˜N
i−1.
For γ ∈ Tn,0,n−k−2 n − 3 − ht(γ) = k − 1 and maj(τ) − i = area(βk(τ)) + ht(βk(τ)) + 1 − i we
have:
〈En,n, en〉|R =
n−4∑
k=1
n−k−2∑
i=2
∑
γ∈Tn,0,n−k−2
γ 6=Nγ˜N i−1
sShape T (γ)
=
n−3∑
i=2
n−i−2∑
k=1
∑
γ∈Tn,0,n−k−2
γ 6=Nγ˜N i−1
sShape T (γ)
=
n−3∑
i=2
∑
γ∈Tn,0
γ 6=Nγ˜N i−1
i≤ht(γ)≤n−3
sShape T (γ)

We have not found a way to show that e⊥1 (〈En,n, en〉|R)|hooks is equivalent to Equation (27). Such
an equivalence would prove the case µ = 2, 1n−2.
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9. Conclusion and further questions
It would be interesting to show that the formulas hold for all µ when r = 1 and all r when
µ = 1n. As we mentioned previously, this could be obtained, for µ a hook, by having a formula for
the restriction to Schur functions indexed by partitions with two columns. If one could write the
q, t statistics of the m-Schro¨der paths in terms of Schur functions we could have a more general
formula restricting only to shape (a, b, 1j) with a and b arbitrary. Finally, the author is already
working on showing how existing formulas for special cases are equivalent to the proposed formula.
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